
GMS-1000K
Barcode ticket counter

GMS-1000K is a device combining tickets/banknotes counting machine with a high speed barcode  
scanner. The device is able to read the barcodes placed on tickets and coupons of individual issuing  
companies(Le Cheque Déjeuner, EDENRED, Sodexo, DOXX, Naše stravenka, etc...) in a very high speed. 

Our software is included within each order  
and has many functions such as:

 
After reading a batch of tickets user can display  
a “control summary” in the software application.  
The summary includes sums of loaded  
tickets sorted by individual nominal values  
and by individual ticket issuers. 

Apart from a file with control summary another  
file is created containing codes of all loaded  
tickets. This file is then able to be imported into  
customer’s external application.

In a case the barcode on a ticket is damaged  
and unable to be scanned or is loaded incorrectly  
the counting machine will stop operating  
and user is able to take the unread ticket out  
of the stacker.

PC Connectivity

The device is compact, mobile and able to be  
connected to a PC  via serial interface RS232  
(COM1 or  COM2) or via recommended certified 
converter RS232/USB.

detection of coupon’s denomination

identification of coupon’s expiry date

duplicate or coupon’s rejection notification



Products of Camo set the standard for automated tickets processing in retail chains  
in Europe.

Camo has become a leader on the European market in the field of affordable devices and solutions for barcode  
tickets processing. We have been helping to improve business / production processes of our customers since 1991.  
Our strength is an ability to customize our own solutions to match customers’ specific requirements.  
Each new requirement is always a challenge for us.

BARCODE READING SPEED 500 pcs/min. 
1000 pcs/min. 

TICKET DIMENSIONS Min. 90 x 50 mm (3.5 x 1.9 in)
Max. 185 x 55 mm (7.3 x 2.1 in)

DOUBLE NOTE DETECTION Counting stops when sensor detects  
paired tickets

PAPER THICKNESS 0,06 – 0,12 mm 

SUPPORTED BARCODES CODE 39, ITF, Industrial 2of5, Standard 2of5, 
COOP 2of5, NW-7 (Codabar), CODE 128,  
GS1-128,  CODE 93, EAN/UPC, GS1 Databar

MANUAL/AUTOMATIC MODE Reading may start manually by using 
RESTART button or automatically by 
inserting the tickets into hopper.

HOPPER CAPACITY 300 tickets POWER SUPPLY 100 V / 240 V - 60 Hz / 50 Hz

STACKER CAPACITY 200 tickets WATTAGE 70 W

PC CONNECTIVITY RS232 or USB (converter RS232/USB) DEVICE DIMENSIONS 275 mm(W) x 235 mm(H)x 230 mm(L)

WEIGHT 5,5 Kg (11 lb)
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DATA READING
Barcodes loaded by device’s scanner are displayed  
on-line on the screen of the connected PC  
in the form of numeric digits and they are stored  
in files (transaction history record).

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CONTROL SUMMARY
After reading a batch of tickets user may 
display a control summary - number  
of pieces sorted by individual nominal  
values and a total sum of pieces 

SUMMARY FOR ISSUING COMPANIES
For a chosen period of time (a week,  
a month) user may display and print  
summary for a selected ticket issuer  
(as a document for physical  handover  
of the tickets).

SUMMARY PER BRANCH/STORE
For a chosen period of time user may  
display a summary per one issuer or  
a summary of all issuers per one branch/
store.

SUMMARY PER TIME PERIOD
For a chosen period of time user may  
display a summary per one issuer or  
a summary of all issuers.

EXTRAS
A hand barcode scanner may be connected  
to the system in order to read damaged barcodes.

A summary report can be printed on a printer  
connected to a PC, be exported to PDF, preset forms 
or into external accounting systems.

PRINT OUTPUTS

SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS


